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BEGINNING REACQUISITION OF SIGNAL

(Short pause)
(Note: The target counter is still visible near the bottom of the screen

and continues to decrease by the hundreds of thousands every second,
with a million or more decrease every so often in between)

NO STANDBY SIGNALS DETECTED IN SWEEP AREA

(Modest pause)

ACCESSING NORM NET

(Short pause)

ACCESSING SURVEILLANCE ARCHIVE

(Short pause)

NEW DATA STREAMS ACQUIRED

(Short pause)

BEGINNING REMOTE OBSERVATIONS

(Modes pause)

Moments later, the screen flickers back to a normal view, however, rather than it be from your
usually first person, in body experience, you find yourself looking through what seems to be a

security camera’s video feed that is overlooking a street way in downtown Manhattan.

Though not directly under your control (player can slightly manipulate the view), the view
begins to auto tilt upwards towards the horizon, and as it does, what at first appears to be another

empty street, like what you experienced before, soon fills with scores of civilians and more
figures dressed in fighter clothing.

Continuing to rise up, the environment is soon painted as one engulfed in complete chaos
as the people fight among themselves, and as the camera completes its tilting motion,

you also find the silhouette of Lady Liberty off in the far distance, once again.

Seconds later, the street way is then consumed by light, then fades slightly,
as a streaking fireball rushes past overhead, and upon impacting with the area just

beyond the Statue only a brief moment after that, a wall of light soon washes over the
entire view, followed by the camera’s video feed cutting to static.



Still showing nothing but static, the screen then flickers again as it switches to another video feed, which this
time, is observing nothing but the hazy sky and the numerous fireballs that are now screeching across it.

You also notice this feed has audio, albeit distorted, and in addition to the near
deafening roars from the fireballs overhead, you hear the sounds of panic in the

distance, along with heavy breathing close by.

Shaking about moments later, you soon realize the camera is mobile,
and shortly after that, you see it suddenly fall to the ground, followed by

a series of cracks appearing all across its field of view.

Now in a lower position, you see several people run past the camera’s view,
all of whom display only terror and confusion in response to what is happening.

A split second later, another wall of light washes over the environment, and the feed cuts to static, yet again.

Staying on the sight of static for a brief moment longer, you then begin to rapidly switch
between the available data streams (Note: Player has total control over the switching).

The following is a partial list of what can be observed:
(Note: This sequence is on a timer, and the target number at the bottom continues

to drop accordingly, of which will always be present from here on out)

Two camera views from another fleet of Terra Cruisers, with one showing another on board
perspective of a Cruiser being torn apart while in flight, and another going in and out of static

as it captures the sight of the burning debris field on the surface of the ocean.  Another
mostly intact Cruiser can also be seen descending in the far distance (with a smoke trail)
followed by it making a hard, but still on its skids, water landing (slight sign of it sinking

thereafter can also be observed).

A view of Paris, of which shows the Eiffel Tower in the distance and the background
in flames, at first (numerous fireballs high above, which are descending towards other

far off locations), followed by a large fireball (a maximum size 75m wide city killer) slamming
into the area just behind the tower (comes in from behind the camera’s view) causing another

wall of light, fire, and dust to engulf the entire city.

Another quick view from Paris (whites out after a second or so), this time from a security camera
that is overlooking the grounds of a park like space, of which has a statue at its center in the

distance (though not clearly shown, the statue is that of the Thinker, from Rodin’s Tomb).

A video feed from somewhere that looks to be underground (another Cold War era fallout shelter),
with numerous people crowding inside, causing a panic as there doesn’t appear to be enough space.

And though their location seems to be isolated from the destruction occurring outside,
another round of Mars Guard text soon appears over the field of view in response.

EXECUTING NEW SOLUTION

(Short pause)

BEGINNING HYDRO TRANSFER

Not long after, you then see light and electrical arcing begin to emanate from just above the camera’s
view, followed by an ocean’s worth of water instantly flooding the space and the feed cutting to static.



(List cont.)

More feeds from the cameras of personal tech devices, all of which show running
crowds, fireballs racing overhead, and different iconic cities in the background:

Rome being blasted to dust.

Tokyo engulfed in a firestorm.

Chicago set ablaze and in ruins (from a group far from downtown,
with the faint remnants of the city’s iconic sky line in the far distance).

The “new west coast” and the remains of Los Angeles in the distance (bits and pieces
sticking out from the ocean), with its surrounding hills and mountains on fire.

And so on.

You also catch a quick glimpse of a data stream that doesn’t quite make sense.

That being the view of nothing but calm ocean water straight ahead (night time, with a full
moon and its rings providing light, in addition to low clouds glowing/pulsing a dull red on the horizon),

and the slight sight of a concrete barrier (severely eroded/aged)
near the bottom of the field of view.

The following text is also seen:

UNKNOWN DATA STREAM

Distorted from the very beginning, you soon lose the
stream and return to switching between the Norm Net data.

(Note: This sequence is a tease for a later game and is only seen
if the player switches between enough data streams)

Continuing to observe more scenes of destruction all across the globe, you find static is quickly becoming
the dominant view, and before long, it is all you see among the entire collection of streams.

As a result, the screen goes dark a moment later,
and you receive the following message:

ERROR

CONNECTION TO NORM NET LOST

Concluding the Norm Net data facility itself was destroyed just now, you
begin to look for new options on how to continue observations.



SEARCHING

(Short pause)

NO STANDBY SIGNALS DETECTED IN SWEEP AREA

(Short pause)

NO QUANTUM BASED SIGNALS DETECTED IN SWEEP AREA

(Modest pause)

ADJUSTING SEARCH PARAMETERS

(Short pause)

NO USAB
(Typing stops, followed by a brief pause)

USABLE PLATFORM DETECTED

ANALYSIS SUGGESTS CONVENTIONAL SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

SENDING COMMAND INSTRUCTIONS

(Modest pause)

REPLY RECEIVED

CONNECTION ESTABLISHED

(Short pause)

RELAY TO QUANTUM SIGNAL SECURED

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING REMOTE ACTIVATION



(Modest pause as computer booting sounds are heard in the background)

With the text disappearing seconds later, darkness and the humming of electronics is soon
replaced by the shifting of metal and high pitched rings of cameras activating.

The next moment, your field of view then flickers back into reality and as your sight slowly
continues to fade into being, the environment that lies before you begins to come into view.

Leveling off in its illumination, the environment is still rather dark, and you presume your
optical sensors are the only things allowing you to see anything at all via enhancement.

As for the area itself, you quickly realize it to be a workshop of some kind, with wires, bolts, and
what look like spare parts scattered all about.  Specifically, metallic humanoid looking spare parts.

From arms, legs, and torso pieces, everything needed to make a humanoid shaped robot
are present, except for a head structure which is no where to be found.

Staying put, you turn your gaze to the left, then right (subtle sounds of gears
moving can be heard), where you observe a rigging like structure surrounding you.

Becoming more observant, you then begin to tilt your head down, and as you do,
both your right and left hands come into view, and as you look over them, you see

them to be exactly like the spare parts that lie all around you.

Coming to grips with what you’ve inhabited, you then start to flex each
individual finger on your hands, and a short time after that,

proceed to take your first steps forward.

CMP

Mainframe Unresponsive
(Short pause)

Booting On Board OS

(Short pause)

Beginning Boot Analysis

Optics Normal

Magnetic Motors Normal

Gyros Normal

Fiber Wiring Normal

MC Processor (Short pause) Abnormal Activity Detected

Analysis Complete

Activating...



SERVICE DRONE PROTOTYPE
design b42

requisition for field testing:

approved
zero one initiative

olympus, mars

Consider it a parting gift.

Well-wishes,

Code Group Alpha

S  I  L  O    2

Stepping off the pad the rigging structure is situated on, you hear more metal
shifting and gear turning sounds as your new body moves accordingly.

Not having the smoothest of movements, it doesn’t take long for you to conclude the
robot you now control hasn’t been used in some time, and in the moments to follow,

you receive the following message across your field of view.

Mobility Analysis Complete

(Short pause)

Increasing Magnetic Motor Polarity

A second later, a subtle electric shock is discharged from you, and as you proceed to
move about once again shortly thereafter, you find your movements to be less rigid and

more fluid, in addition to no longer hearing grinding sounds with each movement.

Able to move about normally, you decide to turn back towards the rigging structure you
just stepped away from, and as you look upon the series of wires and misc. monitoring

equipment that drape it, you find the following documentation on a nearby table:

Moving on, you pass by more piles of robotic parts and a mess of tangled wires as you
make your way over to the only doorway that leads out of the room.

Reaching it, you find it to be hatch like in design, similar to what you saw on the Terra Cruiser, and
as you move into position so as to try to open it, you find you are able to turn the center locking wheel

with ease, followed by the door jolting outward slightly as it fully unlocks,

Walking out through it, you are then immediately greeted by the following signage that runs across
the entire length of the narrow, all concrete and steel reinforced hallway that lies ahead:



97 95 92 91 91 91
Target: 80 C

AbsocryoCooling

Fully entering into the hallway, you also notice a large group of wires stretching the length of the
ceiling, as they appear to connect between the room you just left and the area ahead.

As for the condition of the space, you make note of the chipped and faded paint of
the “SILO 2” label, as well as observe several small cracks all along the concrete walls.

Reaching the other side, you find yet another hatch door, and upon opening it
with ease, yet again, you move into the next area.

True to the label, you immediately identify the size of the space as being comparable
to an averaged size missile silo.  However, rather than housing an actual missile and
complimentary equipment, you find nothing but numerous banks of machinery and

electronics.  All of which, bear resemblance to what Zero One is composed of,
only on a much smaller scale and arranged vertically.

Appearing to be on the lowest walkway ring of the silo, you move towards the edge (at the center) and begin
to look up, where you soon identify at least 3 more levels that surround the machinery that occupies the

center area (where a missile would have been located).

Walking to the other side of the current level’s ring, you locate another hatch door, this time,
already unlocked (just slightly cracked open), and upon passing through it, discover a small

narrow stairwell that leads up to the other levels.

You observe the following while ascending:

Heading one level up, you find the ring circles around machinery that appears to be accompanied by massive
tanks of water and pumps, of which have tubes that flow upwards into the next level’s electronics.

Two level’s up, you see what look to be giant processor units (small labels suggest this), with the
tubes from before passing through the bottom of each one and exiting out the top, where they then
turn back down towards the water tanks below.  Before leaving, you also find a small work bench

near one of the processor units, and atop it, the following documentation:

Ascending to the top level, you find a lonely desk on a platform that extends out from the ring,
so as to allow access to the center of the silo, and with it, the center top piece of the overall

machine itself.  And on the desk, a single terminal that seems to connect into it.

Though inoperable, one other item, lying next to the terminal, garners your interest.
That being a set of viles containing a red colored liquid, each of which bears the following label:

AS ANTlDOTE

?



Gathering nothing else of interest from the silo, you turn back to the
stairwell, where you locate a hatch door just to the left of it.

Passing through, you enter into yet another narrow hallway, of which
leads to a slightly opened hatch door at its end, and upon moving through it, you
find yourself walking into what looks to be the remains of the Silo’s control room.

Though still relying on what little illumination enhancements your optical
sensors can provide, you pierce through the darkness and find the controls and

banks of machinery that inhabit the space to be mostly intact and in position,
as if still ready to launch on a moments notice.

From the chairs for the technicians still tucked in front of their respected stations,
to the clearly marked lock box that contains the firing codes still closed and

safeguarding the keys needed to unleash the unthinkable,
everything appears to be in a preserved state.

Of course, the presence of heavy dust and rust, both on the surface of everything
and suspended in the air, tell you it’s nothing but a facade at this point.

Moving on, you soon find a spiral staircase that leads only up to a level that
resides directly above the control room, and upon ascending, you soon find it to be

a space with nearly the same footprint as the level below, yet completely barren.

With nothing but a oval shaped map of the globe embedded on the floor (5 meters in across), and no
signs of a hatch, or any other kind of door leading out, you find the space rather uninteresting at first.

Reaching the center of the room, you decide to take a better look at the map on the floor, and though appearing
to be only abstract in detail, you do find modest sized dots scattered across it, roughly 2 per continent, and

numbering 12 in all, with numerous other smaller dots mixed in between (Note: There is no dot near the
area that was labeled only “?” on the map that could be seen during the first simulation)

Beyond this observation, however, nothing more is observable.

That is, until your other self begins to make discoveries of its own.

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

REMOTE ACCESS PROTOCOLS DISCOVERED

(Short pause)

Analyzing Installation Power Systems

Mainframe Reactor Unit: ERROR
Dwelling Solar Array: On Standby

Beginning Power Up Sequence

(Modest pause)

Moments later, subtle groans are heard overhead, followed by the ring
around the map in the floor lighting up, in addition to one of the smaller dots,
specifically the one in the Montana region of North America, doing the same.



Doing nothing else upon lighting up, you look over the map once
more and ultimately decide to walk onto it, followed by your other

self continuing with its activities, shortly thereafter.

INTERNAL SECURITY SYSTEM DISCOVERED

(Short pause as the screen slightly flickers/glitches)

Intrusion Detected

Implementing System Purge

(Screen flickers/glitches)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

MARS GUARD TASKED TO CAPACITY

(Screen still flickering/glitching)

IMPLEMENTING INTRUSION PROTOCOLS

(Short pause as the screen returns to normal)

SYSTEM MASTER ACCESS GRANTED

(Short pause, and only typed once the player is standing on the map)

ACTIVATING LIFT

Just then, you feel a jolt as the entire map beneath you begins to
rise out of the floor, followed by it slowly rising up towards the ceiling, of which opens
up (horizontal, circular doorway) giving way to the sight of a several story high shaft.

Now rising at a steady pace, you begin to make out the top end point of the shaft,
and though it is seen as still closed, it manages to open just before you run into it.

A second later, the lift then begins to slow in its ascent, and as you rise up into
the new space and the lift becomes even with the floor, you find it to be more

decorative in design, in what looks like marble.

However, as you look beyond it, you find only pitch blackness, indicating to you that
where ever you are now, extends beyond your illumination enhancement abilities.



Christo

Continuing to look out into the darkness, sounds of something rolling
across the marble floor begin to emanate from somewhere ahead of you.

Getting closer with each passing second, you are still unable to identify the source
as you remain on the lift (player can move away if they so choose, however).

Now nearly on top of you, a vague shape soon emerges from the
blackness, followed by the clear sight of what looks to be another

drone.  Though, unlike you, it is wheel based, via a trio of spherical wheels,
of which appear to be bound to a track system as you observe it roll straight

towards you while keeping perfectly in line with a subtle black line that
lays atop the marble flooring.

Coming to a stop just short of your location on the lift, a brief pause of silence is observed,
then broken, as it gives off a high pitch beep and its on board oval display activates.  The

handwritten name “Christo,” on its core, also becomes observable at this time

The next moment, it types out the following:

Hello



A moment later, it continues.

(More beeps, mixed in with other computing sounds)

Error

Unable to Register Identification

(Text remains as it makes more computing sounds and beeps)

Staying put, and sounding as if caught in an error loop, you decide to move
past it, so as to scout the rest of the area.  Though, due to the vastness of the space,

it isn’t until you reach its outer extents does anything of detail come into focus.

Reaching a wall, you find the decorative design continue via fine
wood paneling and art deco like metal work that lines it.

Now with some direction, you continue to follow the wall, however,
before getting very far, your other self attempts to offer some aid.

DWELLING INTERNAL LIGHTING UNRESPONSIVE

ACCESSING DWELLING CONFIG SYSTEM

(Short pause)

OPENING SHUTTERS

A second later, you hear a shuttering sound overhead, followed by dusk colored light slowly
flooding into the space, which begins to be revealed as a massive atrium, with the light being seen
as coming in from three large circle windows located on a loft level that encircles the entire atrium.

Finishing their opening sequence a few moments thereafter, you then begin to
hear the sphere wheels of the drone begin to move again, followed by it taking the

line on the marble floor that reaches closest to you, and upon coming to a stop,
it proceeds to display a new series of messages.

Master Access User Detected

(Modest pause)

Welcome Home

(Short pause)

Mr. Porter



With the “Christo” drone staying put, you continue to
look around the now fully illuminated atrium.

Though unable to look directly out through the three
circular windows on the loft level above, you quickly identify

the small set of stairs that grant access to it.

Beginning to make your way over to it, you soon hear the
drone begin to roll along in response, and as you turn back around,

you find it is now following you.

You also see its display now showing the following message:

Accessing Message Server

(Short pause)

You Have 1 New Message

Play Now?

Still following you while displaying the message, you continue towards
the stairs, and while doing so, make note of the several picture frames that are

hanging all across the walls on the ground floor.

Numbering in the dozens, and differing in all shapes and sizes, their contents, though
quite aged and faded, are clearly seen as being mostly from the later half of the 1900's.

From front pages of major newspapers covering both the first Moon and Mars landings, to
more “INFO” issues that track the establishing of Olympus in 1995 and the Zero One Initiative

in the years to follow, everything on the walls appear to be a record of events dating from the late
1960’s all the way to the early 2000’s, of which is a collection of newspapers and INFO issues

that cover the controversial debates that were sparked by Zero One’s AI abilities
and the installation of the Mars Guard.

(Note: All “INFO” issues can be found at nickcaldwellcreations.com/info)

Reaching the stairs, you begin to ascend, and as you reach the
halfway point, clicking sounds start to go off behind you.

Turning back around once again, you find the sounds are coming from non other
than the “Christo” drone attaching itself to a rail system that runs along side the stairwell,

followed by it being carried up to the loft level.

Joining it moments later, you turn your attention towards the three circular windows and the rest of the loft,
which you now see is arranged like an office space, with a single desk residing at the center of its main

area that contains the windows just behind it.

However, before moving any closer, you finally decide
to have “Christo” play the lonely message.



(The message playback is triggered by the player standing near the drone for a few seconds)

Error

Speech Synthesizer Module Not Detected

(Short pause)

ACCESSING SERVER

ACCESSING MESSAGE STORAGE

BEGIN PLAYBACK

After another short pause, “Christo’s” display begins to type out new information.

Message Type: Audio
Date Received: 05/18/05

From: SECURED TERMINAL   ID UNKNOWN

PLAYING

A brief moment later, a waveform then appears just below the text, followed by
the sounds of subtle background noise as the message begins to play.

While the message is playing, you also begin to walk over towards the area with the work desk.

Message
Female Voice (Adult British Accent)

(Somber)
“Oh, Charles...”

“...I heard what happened, and... I’m sorry I couldn’t be there with you...”

(Slight sigh)

“...or any of us, for that matter.”

Still playing, you reach the area with the three circular windows and the desk, and as you look around,
you also identify several misc. banks of electronics strewn about (all of which feed into the terminal that

resides on the desk), as well as a small telescope looking out through the furtherest left window.

Message
“That said, when you do manage to pull through this, yet again,

thanks to being the man I’ve come to... understand, you to be, just know I’ll be wanting to (slight chuckle
overcomes the somber tone) cash in on that luncheon you offered me... all those many years ago.”

“For it’s the least the world can do, for the man who gave it a future.”

(Modest pause)

“So... see you soon, no matter where ever that may be.”
(Message audio cuts, followed by ”Christo” giving off a subtle beep)

(Note: The voice is a slightly younger version of the voice that claimed to be
Anabelle Mor/Eleanor Lamb from the audio recording found at the end of the main game)



And the final of family.

With the message ending, “Christo” returns to following you around the
rest of the office loft (doesn’t move when the message is playing).

Starting with the work desk, you find an assortment of note pads, writing utensils, and
other tools scattered all about on top of it, creating the appearance that this space was

used recently, with the presence of heavy dust saying otherwise.

As for the terminal, you find it to be inoperable, but situated directly
next to it, you find two items of particular interest.

The first being a small circular frame that contains the following photo:

And the other being another newspaper, unframed and thus extremely yellowed and faded.  But
as you look more closely, you manage to identify both the major headline story and a handwritten note over top it:

(Faded photo of two grave stones in a cemetery, with the one on
the right being the same one featured at the end of Minerva’s Den)

Now turning your attention to the the circular windows,
you begin to take in the sight of the mountain range they overlook

in the far distance, of which are cast in all the colors of dusk.

However, rather than be all you observe, you also find a faint nearly full
moon and its rings in the background, just above the tallest peak.

And closer to home, a series of crude marker sketches drawn all across the
glass that bear resemblance to many things that have come to pass.

MASTER MATHEMATICIAN LAID TO REST
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Getting closer to the glass, you begin to make out some of the drawings, but just before doing so,
you also note the sudden appearance of two dull yellow orbs over top them.

Catching on soon after, you realize them to be the reflection from the light that
is emanating from your optical sensors, and as you get closer still, a faint

representation of your entire head piece comes into view.

Nothing too special, rather crude in fact, you find the overall shape of the head to be like that of an inverted
bucket, only with the top being spherical and having a series of antenna like devices protruding out from it.

Now looking past it, you find the first set of sketches actually appear
to deal with something that looks similar to you.

A rough humanoid shape, intermixed with several notes and other data sets/graphs,
the grouping seems to be an attempt at making improvements to the drone you now utilize.

Turning to the left side of the center window, you then notice another collection of sketches that look to be
early attempts at laying out something akin to the current day Moon “Rings,” and concepts of how to

broaden human expansion into space.  Though, overall, the whole thing appears to be nothing
more than just rough day dream thinking.

Stepping back some what, you soon find one more set of sketches, but rather than
be together, you find two similar looking drawings on both the left and right windows.

Though vague in their appearance, the overall concept they convey is actually quite obvious.

Composed of a series of crude circles, and a arrow pointing the left window drawing to the one on the
right, nothing but the idea of Quantum Jumping can be presumed.  However, the presence of another “?”

suggests the way of realizing such a thing, had not yet been fully worked out.

Gathering nothing else from the windows, you begin to turn away, although, before
getting too far, a dull booming sound is heard coming from outside, and as you turn back

you soon observe a ball of light and fire descend out from the upper cloud cover,
of which proceeds to streak across the entire view presented.

Moving out of sight as it drops behind the farthest mountain seconds later, a dull flash is then seen,
followed by another dull boom, the entire environment vibrating ever so slightly, and the target number

decreasing by a noticeable amount (as opposed to the average drop every second) in response.



Porter Estate Config Director

ATRIUM SHUTTERS: RETRACTED
LIGHTING: ERROR
SILO LIFT: STANDBY
PRIVATE WING: UNLOCKED
(An unlocking and sliding sound is heard off in the distance, down below and to the left)

ENTRY FOYER: UNLOCKED
(An unlocking sound and sliding sound is heard off in the distance,
from a passageway at the front of the atrium)

GUEST WING: UNLOCKED
(A unlocking and sliding sound is heard, down below and to the right,
followed by what sounds like dirt and rocks sliding down from a pile)

Facing the desk again, your other self begins to go back to work.
(This will occur according to time elapsed, rather than be location dependent)

MINIMUM POWER CELL CHARGE ACHIEVED

ROUTING TO TERMINAL

A brief moment later, you see the terminal on the desk give off a subtle
click sound, followed by a dull hum and the display slowly lighting up.

Moving back to it, you soon find a login screen being auto filled out:

User: CMP
Password: *****

(Being only five characters long, returning Minerva’s Den player's
should be able to figure out what the password is)

Blanking out upon entry, the screen then continues by typing out the following:

(In addition to opening up the other areas, the terminal is also used to signify
to the player that they have the ability to return to the Silo areas).

Moving over to the edge railing of the loft, you look down towards where the sounds came from,
and as you do, you make note of the three passageways that exit the atrium.

Not drawing your attention before, due to their inaccessibility, you see now that both the passageways
at the center and on the left have opened up (sliding doors).  However, as for the passage on the right,

you find only a wall of dirt and rock flowing out from the now open doorway,
in what must be the Guest Wing.

Left with only two options of progression, while at the same time,
not wanting to leave until all of the environment has been thoroughly explored,

you begin to head towards the Private Wing.



Heading back down to the ground level of the atrium, the “Christo”
drone does the same as it continues to follow your every move.

Reaching the passageway to the Private Wing, you soon find it leads into a
modest sized corridor that has a series of more circle windows, each about half the size

as those in the atrium, along the left side that provide a slightly different view of the
mountains you observed before, with the right side consisting of several doors and

openings that lead to the private spaces themselves.

Starting with the first space, you pass through only an opening (no door)
into a double height space that appears to be a study, though the presence

of massive two story high book shelves that line each wall give off the
atmosphere of a full fledge personal library (all art deco design).

Consisting of several desks, chairs, couches, and even a grand piano at its
center, you move to examine the contents that are scattered about them.

From more notes that contain more sketches of the humanoid drone, to several
coffee stains and unwashed mugs left behind during what looks to have been intense

sessions of thought, the entire space once again gives off the impression that it
was used recently, yet now is just another environment stuck in time.

Moving on down the rest of the corridor, you enter through another opening
located at its midway point and find two spaces joined in an open plan layout.

Identifying a modest sized circle table on one side and cooking amenities on
the other, you conclude you’ve discovered the kitchen and dinning room.

With the kitchenette consisting of nothing of much interest, other than more unwashed coffee mugs
and dirty dishes in the sink and on nearby counter space, you move to the dinning table, where you find

each chair perfectly tucked into it, save for one.

Slightly pushed out and joined by more dirty plates, another coffee mug, and even more notes
on the drone, the whole layout of the scene conveys a rather lonely existence.

Observing nothing else, you move back out to the corridor, where you soon reach
a closed door that requires your other self to open with its master access.

Entering shortly thereafter, you find the room inside to be none other than the estate’s master bedroom,
and just like those before it, more notes and coffee mugs are seen all around, this time on the night stand,

the bed itself (just the notes), and the small desk on the opposite side, of which contains more
framed photos of the couple you saw in the atrium, as well.

You also make note of a walking cane made of wood, possibly even handcrafted from
the surrounding forest on the mountains, lying up against the wall near the bed.  And though the sheets

of the bed are unmade, the cane’s presence suggests what happened the last time it was slept in.

Satisfied, you head back out one last time to inspect the end of the corridor,
and as you come to the final door that marks it, your other self types:

ERROR

BIOMETRICS REQUIRED FOR ARCHIVE ENTRY



Christo

ACCESSING USER REGISTRY

(Short pause)

THREE DATA SETS DISCOVERED

BEGINNING DATA REROUTE BYPASS

(Modest pause)

ERROR

Improper Access Attempt Detected

ACCESS DENIED

Still standing in front of the door (though the player can go
anywhere, still), your other self continues a few moments later.

At the same time, you also observe the “Christo” drone come a stop a few meters behind you,
as the track line along the ground comes to an end before reaching the door to the archive.

ACCESSING ESTATE SCHEMATICS

(Short pause as rough digital images of the estate’s
blueprints are quickly shown all across the screen)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

REINFORCED TITANIUM STRUCTURE DETECTED

LOW PROBABILITY OF BRUTE FORCE ENTRY

SEARCHING FOR ALTERNATE ENTRY POINT
(Schematics of a vertical passageway below the archive are shown,

of which appears to connect to the one of the silo areas)

(Modest pause as the images disappear)

METHOD OF ACCESS TO ALTERNATE ENTRY POINT UNKNOWN

NO OTHER RELEVANT DATA FOUND

Though you are unable to discover the exact means to access this alternate access point,
your desire to know what lies within the archive urges you to head back towards

the silo levels to search for it (all optional, of course).



Back in the atrium, you position yourself atop the world map,
where it begins to descend moments later (activated if the

player stays still for a few seconds).

Embedding itself in the floor as you reach the upper level of the silo,
you walk out towards the staircase that leads down to the control room.

Looking around the space once more, nothing beyond the items
you observed the last time you were here stand out, that is, until you

begin to look past the major bank of electronics and find a small
narrow gap between it and the wall.

Roughly two meters in width and depth, you find a series of metal shelfs.
Containing a number of binders and spiral notebooks, presumably on standard operating

procedures for the silo, you’d make no further note of it any other time, from a distance at least
(though, the set up may catch the attention of returning Minerva’s Den players).  However, due

to its proximity to where you gauge the entrance to the vertical passageway is located,
you start to take a closer look.

Assembled into four groups on the middle shelf only, you observe the
binder and notebooks in the following configuration:

Looking over the lonely book on its side more closely, you find it to actually be a proper book,
rather than the simple color coded manuals like the others, and as you move to pick it up and

brush away some of the dust,  you read its title as:

The Imitation Game
Alan Turing Papers on
Computing Machinery

and Intelligence

Still studying it, you soon feel the environment subtly vibrate,
followed by the entire shelf descending into the floor, exposing

a small narrow passage that extends the entire back
length of the bank of electronics.



Walking down the length of the passage, you soon turn a
corner which leads you to a breach in the silo wall structure.

Broken away in a crude manner, the breach soon gives way
to a short tunnel of dug out rock and dirt, of which then

terminates at a small miners like lift.

Stepping inside, the lift creeks in response to what must be your abnormal weight,
yet nonetheless, it begins to ascend, albeit slowly, upon you pressing the up button
on its control panel (in a quick and precise mechanical manner this time around).

Ascending for roughly 15 seconds or so, the lift then enters into a more
structured space, and as it becomes level with a new floor, you step out

into another short passage, this time encased in concrete and what looks
to be the first signs of the reinforced titanium structure.

Ending at a closed door, also composed of titanium, you begin to think it too
requires a biometric scan, however, as you reach it, you notice it is slightly ajar.

Placing both of your robotic hands against it, you begin to slowly push away
the door until it is fully open, and as you look out ahead into what you presume

to be the archive itself, you find a trove of crates and cardboard boxes
(think of the warehouse from Raiders of the Lost Ark, only smaller).

Stacked 4 to 5 boxes high in most places, you begin to realize where you
came in from is located in a back area of the archive, as you see most of the

overhead lighting is centralized in an area just beyond the
collection of items that surround you.

While moving towards the main area, you take a closer look at
some of the crates, and though most are still fully intact and sealed,

some scattered about along the floor are seen slightly open, with what
look like punch cards spewing out from them.  But unfortunately, due

to them all being extremely faded, you are unable to discern
any meaningful details from them.

At last able to turn a corner around the first bulk of boxes that
greeted you when you entered, you near the center illuminated space,

but just before rounding one more grouping of boxes that stand in
your way, you find another item of note tucked away amid

its own separate area of crates.

Deciding to investigate, you move in closer and soon enough
discover what can only be described as parts and pieces of

a deep sea diving suit.



Scattered about among three crates, the suit appears quite old
due to the amount of rust and grime you observe throughout it.

Now next to it, you also find one of the massive gloves hanging out over the
edge of one of the crates, of which you notice bears the following symbol:

Deciding to move on, you continue towards the center area of the archive, and as you at last
approach it, you round the last batch of crates and find a lengthy row of tables set up along the

back wall, with numerous photos, sketches, and notes pinned up against the wall itself.

Getting closer to gather details, you observe one other item of interest off to the side, as well, and
as you continue to draw near, you discover it to be an audio recording device of some kind.

However, rather than be a preserved item, like mostly everything else in the
archive, the device is seen lying on the ground in a shattered state, with a slight

scratch/indent mark along the area of wall that it is lying next to.

Wanting to investigate further, you specifically move towards the broken device, and though
it would seem to be in a condition that is inoperable, your other self thinks otherwise.

(Note: This audio recording device is similar in design to a Rapture Audio Diary, though
a bit more bulky and less streamlined looking, as if it were a prototype version)

(Only done if the player is close enough to the device)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

DEVICE POWER SUPPLY INSUFFICIENT

(Short pause)

Increasing Motor Polarity 300%

A brief moment later, your entire body gives off another burst of electricity, though due to the dramatic
increase in intensity this time around, the arcs stretch well beyond the surface of the drone’s structure and

continue outward until they strike the audio device.

On the verge of a total systems failure, the burst then ceases, followed by a brief pause
which is then interrupted by the device giving off a spin up sound as it begins to play.



Words to live by?

R.O.D.I.N

C.M. Porter
R. Wahl

Audio Recorder
(Female Voice)

(Intermixed with static and stutters due to the state of the device)
“Milton, I talked to Mrs. Ashby next door.

She's making out a will.
And I'm just so scared.”

“The war is coming to London...
and if anything should happen...”

“I want you to have the strength to go on living.
For me.”

With the audio cutting abruptly, and in an abnormal sounding manner due to the recorder’s state of being,
followed by it shorting out completely, you begin to make your way over to the set of tables.

Now closer, you find the photos and sketches up along the wall behind the
tables are separated into groups, with the following being the major ones of interest:

Photographs, from what looks like a security camera’s video feed,
with most showing nothing but bright glowing blobs of light that are distorting

what little else can been seen in the environments (vague shapes of what could be
restaurant chairs and tables can be seen).  However, one image does appear to show

a faint silhouette of a person, a woman, in the far distance, engulfed in the light.
You also notice notes and sketches that look to be the earliest attempts at

postulating the ability to Quantum Jump.

Images from another feed, of which show distant shots of a man wielding a wrench in his right hand.
And next to them, an image of a baby hooked up to an assortment of devices on an operating table,

along with sketches of a brain, notes documenting its activity, and the following prominent note
across them all:

A series of schematics that document the inner workings of a sizable machine, and though
you at first figure it to be of the one you saw in the silo, you realize the overall shape presented here

is more conventional and rectangular.  You also observe the following label in the lower right hand corner:

At the center of all of the collections, you discover a letter,
pinned up by a modest sized butcher knife no less, which bears the following letter head:

T H E   Z E R O   O N E   I n i t i a t i v e



letter of discharge
Dear Mr. Porter,

I know what you’re doing Ch
arles,

and I know what it means t
o you,

but it has to stop, before e
verything

we’ve accomplished is put in 
jeopardy.

The decision was unanimous, a
nd the

removal begins Monday.

I’m sorry.

Looking around the letter, more articles concerning Olympus and Zero One are seen (a small article
covering Porter’s discharge from the Initiative, due to undisclosed health reasons, can also be seen)

with one in particular covering the UN Hearings on Computer Science in 1999.
The headline reads:

“A SERVANT, NOT A MASTER.”
Taking one more pass at the collection of photos, sketches,

and notes before moving on, you discover two more groups of interest:

A series of sketches, notes, and breakdown diagrams that surround a much
older looking drawing that bears a hand drawn schematic of a giant bird like creature in

a vitruvian man pose (Note: The Songbird), with the word/label, “SUCHONG” prominently
seen in the bottom right.  You also notice the notes around it are only analyzing the
creature’s head area and what is presumed to be its brain equivalent mechanism.

Photographs of several different types of diving suits (Note: Every type of Big Daddy),
with the table area before it containing bits and pieces from the suit you observed earlier,
and each sketch and note once again only pertaining to how its brain, this time a mesh
of both man and machine, functioned.  (Note: Smaller, vague notes analyzing what look

to be the Handymen of Columbia can also be observed)

Now moving on out from the main area of the archive, you round another stack of crates,
where you find a short passage on the other side that leads to another door, in what you

assume to be the same door you could not gain access to earlier.

And just off to the side, in its own little area, two more desks
that share a single terminal, of which you can see is operational (display

glow can be seen, and a slight buzzing sound can be heard).



Reaching the terminal, you find the display reads:

Interactive, you decide to press enter upon the “Games” option, causing the
display to then type out the following (previous text disappears):

With the first two games, you find them to be the usual Tic Tac Toe and Chess
programs, with Spitfire being a simple take on the “Asteroid” 2D shooter type game.

(Note: Each are fully playable, with Spitfire being an exact copy of the Minerva’s Den version)

However, as you select the “Super Spitfire” program,
you are taken to a new screen, which types out the following:

Unable to select anything else, you press enter on the Audio Log, followed by
the terminal emanating a soft static sound, as it begins to play the message.

Archive Digital Database

Set 1   Awaiting Data Entry
Set 2   Awaiting Data Entry
Set 3   Awaiting Data Entry
Set 4   Awaiting Data Entry
Set 5   Awaiting Data Entry
Set 6   Awaiting Data Entry

Games

Tic Tac Toe
Chess
Spitfire
Super Spitfire

Super Spitfire Prototype

Version 0.21
Last Modification Date: 05.29.94
Code Compiler: ERROR

Notations

Audio Log 08.17.99 (Status: Sent)



Audio Log
“(Subtle static sounds, followed by the sound of a glass

being placed onto the desk and a relaxing sigh)”
(Note: An empty coffee mug can be found

near the terminal on the desk)

(Short pause)

(An older sounding voice of Charles Milton Porter)
“Well, didn’t think I’d be back here so soon.”

“No doubt you’ve heard the news, or rather, a version of it (coughs).”
“Although, I suppose there’s some truth to it, as well.”

“Anyways, I find myself, wanting.  The work...
...it just won’t let me go.”

“(Slight chuckle) Not even the old Spitfire will suffice.  Though, I must say,
the team was more than happy to take the reigns of what was started.”

“And yet, I’ll always feel a burden of debt, for the gift they gave.”

“One I’d like to share with you, in fact.”
(Short pause as typing is heard)

“So, if you could get back to me as soon as possible,
we can talk further, over lunch, perhaps?”

“See you soon, Brigid.”
(Audio cuts)

With nothing else to gather from the terminal, you head towards
the door that required the biometric scan earlier, however, due to

being on the interior, you find it can be opened from this side
and you proceed to exit out into the private wing.

And with seemingly nothing more to gain
from the estate as a whole (there is no alternate path
to the guest wing, which is a setting for a later game),

you begin to head for the main exit door.



Back in the atrium, you are soon rejoined by the “Christo”
drone, which proceeds to follow you to the exit passage.

Roughly a dozen or so meters in length, you find both sides are lined
with numerous narrow glass windows, of which provide views to the layers

of rock and dirt that the estate is buried under.  You even observe
several fossilized remains of long extinct species within it.

Reaching the end, you then walk out into a modest sized entry
foyer that is double height and has a circle cut out in the center of its

ceiling structure, allowing a thin ray of dusk colored light into the space.

Though weak in intensity, you do see the ray does manage to reach
the floor, where it just manages to illuminate a small patch of it, specifically,

another Sigma symbol (same one as seen on the suit glove) embedded in the marble.

Just ahead of the symbol, situated between the center of the foyer and the area
where the exit door is located, you find a short (only one story high) gallery like wall in all white,

and as you move to the other side of it, you find three sizable paintings hung across it.

Also bearing small labels along the lower part of their respected frames,
you find them reading (from left to right), “Praise of the Two Lands,”

“Wright Flyer,” and “Sputnik.” (Note: “Praise of the Two Lands”
was the first sea vessel to ever bear a name)

Passing by them, you then turn towards the exit door itself and find something akin to
a bank vault door, with massive reinforcement structure and a turn wheel at its center.

While moving up to it, you receive the following message:

Disengaging Electromagnetic Seal
(Door makes a series of unlocking sounds)

Now fully unlocked, you get up to the door and following a round of turning the center wheel, the massive
door jolts outward, followed by more dusk colored light entering into the space, a slight burst of air

blowing past you, and the sounds of the “Christo” drone coming to a stop just behind you.

Deciding to turn back towards it before heading out, you see it type out the following:

Goodbye

(Note: If the player finds/interacts with every item of interest in the estate, an achievement
labeled “Gone Home” will be awarded the moment they exit the estate)



Turning back to the door, you see it has finally
swung all the way open, and as you look out through it,

you find a dozen or so meter long stretch of pavement, all of
which is enclosed in a cave that then leads to the actually

outside environment (just a bright spot in the distance).

Looking to be the driveway that is used to access the estate,
you find it to be void of vehicles, with only a single set of skid
marks within the cul de sac that resides in front of the entry

door being the only sign of prior activity.

Passing through the door, you step out onto the pavement
and begin to make your way to the end of the cave, and though

uneventful most of the way, the entire environment begins to vibrate
yet again, once you near the opening.

Causing bits and pieces of rock to fall down from the cave’s
ceiling in the form of dust, in addition to observing the target counter

make another notable decrease, you are given another physical
reminder of what has been transpiring around the rest of the world

while you’ve been making your observations.

Reaching the exit of the cave moments later, you pass through
the veil of dusk colored light that engulfs the exterior, and upon getting
to the other side, you are greeted by a dense forest landscape, with the
mountains of what you now presume to be Granite Peak just managing

to peek through the tree line in the background and the driveway
stretching out on ahead before turning down a curve out of sight.

And as you continue to look out, you figure
only two possible courses of action are to be had.

Venture forth into the wilderness,
or follow the path of the road.



Deciding to stick to the road (player choice), you begin to traverse down the
curve that rounds the rock-face which contains the cave entrance to the estate.

However, before getting very far, you discover a long, narrow series of steps
cut into the rock formation, with the following etching along side it:

Choosing to traverse up it, the steps wind back and forth across the rock face as
they ascend to the top of what must be the high point of this respected mountain.

Nearing the halfway point, another series of vibrations take hold of the
environment, followed by a subtle booming sound and its echoes

reabbreviating throughout the mountain range that lies behind you.

A few moments later, you then come across the sight of more pavement, this time in
the form of severely aged/cracked concrete slabs on the ground, of which deviate

from the steps that continue on to your left on a more level grade.

Now following the concrete, you soon find it leads into a wider space, also
composed of more slabs that are partially covered in thin patches of snow

(along with everything else at this elevation).

And as you look out upon the space, you find a single door,
similar in design to the entry/exit vault door of the estate (smaller),

embedded in the rock face on your right, and an uninterrupted
180 degree view of the mountain range, plus the moon, straight ahead.

Tranquil at first, with only the ambient sounds being the pines in the distance
swaying in the breeze, the peace is soon lost, as a booming sound,
the loudest thus far while in this environment, rings out overhead.

Shortly thereafter, a streak of light soon descends below the cloud
cover and thunders towards the mountains that lie in front of you, followed

by another boom, then a third, and so on, until finally, the entire sky
is engulfed in a rain of fire and light.

And just like the fireball observed while in the estate, each here proceeds
to drop down behind the mountains, with a dull flash and more subtle

booms accompanying them a mere moment of time after that.



After observing the scene for a few more moments (the fireballs continue to enter into view,
but at a lesser rate), you turn your attention to the door in the rock face, and though you are

successful in opening it, you find only more collapsed concrete structure and a wall of
rock and dirt at the end of the short passage it gives way to.

Back out on the concrete clearing, you find a gradual embankment that dips into the dense grouping of trees
that surround the lookout (the rest is nothing but a steep cliff), and as you continue to peer into it, you manage

to see traces of the road down below as it continues to make its way down the mountain.

Deciding to follow it some more, you begin to descend the embankment.  However, just as you do, another
booming sound, even closer and louder now, goes off, followed by the ground shaking once more, as well as

both the trees in the distance and close by vibrating just enough in response to cause the wild life within
them to scurry about, with flocks of birds being the most notable.

Reaching the road moments later, you proceed to follow its winding course.

Rounding more rock faces, then crossing a short bridge that traverses over a narrow
stream, all the while more fireballs streak overhead with more booms being heard

in the distance, the experience is isolated and surreal to say the least.

In time, the road eventually takes you into a clearing within the forest, in what
looks to be a small level valley within the heart of the mountain range.

Only adding to the isolation, you continue down the road, and as you reach well
into the clearing, the sense of being in the middle of nowhere truly begins to take hold.

Although, after a few more moments of traversal, you soon discover you do not travel this path alone.

Unknown Male (Voice from behind)
“(A Scream/yell that gets closer over the course of 2 seconds or so)”

Unable to turn around in time, you are then hit by something, causing you to stumble towards the ground.

Dropping to your knees at first, you attempt to stabilize, but before you can, another strike (accompanied by
a grunting sound) forces you completely down to the pavement (or grass/dirt/rock depending on where the

player is, since the sequence is not location specific) with bits and pieces
of the drone scattering about from you.

All happening so fast, you now find yourself looking slightly upwards from the ground, and due to the
damage you’ve received, your optical sensors have become distorted and cracked.

Seeing nothing but the peaks of the mountains and the dark dusk colored, fireball filled,
sky in the background, you begin to contemplate what has just happened in addition to receiving

several lines of text across your field of view that diagnose the severity of the damage you’ve received,
which looks to be fully paralyzing.

Not given any respite, another strike is launched upon you, causing even more distortion in your vision,
and more pieces to break away from the drone (can only see them fly across in the air and out of view).

Finally observing a short pause, you at last catch your first glimpses of your attacker.  Slowly stepping into view,
you observe a man, roughly 50 or so years of age with gray hair and a large gray beard (woodsman like)

who is wearing hunter like gear, and though heavily distorted, he proceeds to kneel down to you,
allowing you to observe his facial features in better detail.

Of which, is furious in complexion, and soaked in tears.



Backing off, he begins to whale away at you once again, though just seconds later, another voice
cries out from behind him, out of view.

Unknown Female Child’s Voice
“Papa!... papa!...”

Becoming slightly hesitate to proceed, he presses on with his attack, only to be
grabbed by the shoulders by another man of similar likeness to him.

Unknown Male
“Paul!... (grunts as he struggles to get hold of him)”

Paul
“(Grunts as he violently shrugs/shoves him away)”

“(Starts attacking again)”

Partial Head Movement Restored

Now able to move your head, albeit ever so slightly, you manage to put the group
of people into view while still looking upward at an angle on the ground.

(Player controlled)

Locating the child in the background, you also see she is joined by two women who are
dressed in gear similar to the men, with one holding the child close as the scene continues to unfold, and

the other joining the other man in attempting to subdue Paul.

However, regardless of the pleas, actions, and even weeping from both the woman and child in the
background, Paul’s assault continues, until suddenly, the sky behind them begins to light up with specks of light.

Streaking towards your position moments later, the speck in the center of you field of view becomes far brighter than the others.

Getting closer, the ground shakes violently, followed by the trees in the distance directly beneath
it bursting into flames as its mere presence drags a wall of fire towards your location.

Seconds later, you see the people can only flinch in response, with Paul still staring you down despite it all.

Slamming into you the very next moment, your vision cuts to nothing but static.



Still engulfed in static, the screen then begins to slowly
fade into another view from one of the Norm satellites, and as the
image becomes more clear, you find a series of mountain ranges,

presumably those of Granite Peak, within its field of view.

Fully materializing, they are then quickly consumed by light as numerous fireballs
streak across the region.  Their impacts doing more than enough to ensure

both nothing nor no one, could of have survived.

Nearly whiting out most of the camera feed’s view, it is then violently jolted (screen cracks),
followed by it turning nearly 90 degrees to the left as the whole satellite is seen being
ripped apart by several meteoroid sized rocks, none larger than a basketball, which

proceed to turn into fireballs as they continue on into the upper atmosphere.

Continuing to turn/go into an uncontrolled tumble, you also observe the rest of the satellite
array being dealt the same fate, in addition to a broader sight of the Earth and its horizon in
the background, of which now is filled with a frenzy of streaking lines of light, impact flashes,

and raging infernos all across its night side.  A subtle glow from the sun can also be
seen just beyond the horizon.

Seconds later, one last rock rips through the satellite, causing the camera to become
detached from its housing and providing the death blow to the video feed, leaving
you with nothing but a blank, black screen, in addition to an all too familiar phrase.

SIGNAL LOST



As seconds pass and absolute silence takes hold, you are presented
with only the SIGNAL LOST message and the still ever decreasing

target counter, until finally, new text begins to be typed out.

SCANNING

(Modest pause as only white noise begins to play in the background)

(White noise suddenly cuts out)

NO USABLE SIGNALS DETECTED WITHIN SCAN AREA

(Short pause)

BROADENING SCAN AREA

(Another modest pause as more white noise begins to play)

Getting nothing but white noise, your attempts to find any usable signals seem pointless
at this point, that is, until something of structure begins to come through the static.

(Strange ping sounds, which ripple through and distort the white noise)

UNKNOWN QUANTUM SIGNATURES DETECTED

VERIFYING

(Short pause)

SIGNATURES NOT REGISTERED IN MARS GUARD ACTIVITY LOGS

TRACING SOURCE

(Modest pause as the sounds continue to play in the background)

(The sounds stop, returning the white noise back to normal)

SOURCE IDENTIFIED

(Short pause)

TRANQUILITY BASE



SCANNING NEW AREA

(Modest pause as a flurry of pings go off in the background)

STANDBY SIGNALS DETECTED

TRIANGULATING LOCATIONS

(Short pause, also, this list is subject to change/expansion)

SHUTTLE TERMINAL EAST

SHUTTLE WORKSHOP EAST

MECHANICAL CORRIDOR ALPHA

TRANSIT HUB

MINERAL PROCESSING

EAGLE'S LANDING

Ceasing, you mull over the locations presented, and after
much consideration, decide on “Eagle’s Landing.”

(Short pause after the selection is made)

SIGNAL LOCK ESTABLISHED

MANIFESTING

Whiting out your field of view moments later, you hear the sounds of hard light projectors
coming to life as your normal human form is forged back into being, and upon fading away shortly

thereafter, you see your hands go from etchings of light to skin toned, followed
by the surrounding environment coming into focus.

Before even looking around, you are instantly greeted by a cluster of other Cognition Spheres
scattered about ahead of you, all of which lead up to a series of sizable windows that look

out across the desolate white and gray landscape of the moon.

And at its center, roughly 20 meters away outside, the still intact remains of a flag (all white due to radiation
fade, and though historically the flag fell over when the top part of the lander departed in 1969, it was either

re-erected or never fell over in this timeline) and the bottom structure of a lunar lander, along
with the massive “rings” of the moon, streaking across the background.



'

Turning around, you find even more spheres all across the floor,
of which is composed of fine wood panels, and as you continue to look around,
you realize the area is arranged like a restaurant, with a modest sized bar on

the other side of the space that bears the “Eagle’s Landing”
name along the entire length of it.

1960’s in style, both the tables/booths and bar area are seen draped in all
kinds of memorabilia that date back to the initial days of the Space Age.

From “Kennedy for President” pins, and Beatles album covers, to even
rocket shaped soda glasses and artists concepts of what the future of space travel

might look like, the environment is yet another time capsule, now slowly rotting
away among the cold confines of space.

Appearing to be void of any electrical power, the reflection of
sunlight from the outside moon dust does well in providing more than

enough illumination within the space. Though, as you look towards the entry/exit
doorway, you find a series of shutters in the closed position that will require

a bit of a nudge to free open.

But before doing so, you do make note of one last small area of interest
behind the bar counter.  That being a line of Cognition Spheres along

the ground the entire length of it, and upon the counter itself, dark
streaks within the layers of dust that have since accumulated.

Also appearing to correspond to the spheres on the ground,
you conclude an up keep job was being conducted some

time go, yet was abandoned before completed (similar spots
and areas that are slightly lest dusty and aged can be seen

throughout the bar).

Deciding to move on, you approach the shutters that are covering the exit,
and after getting into position, you proceed to lift them with relative ease

(similar to how Booker would open shutters in BioShock Infinite),
allowing you access to what looks to be a concourse on the other side.



Double height and stretching outward for at least a hundred meters, you
look around and find other pockets of space that are similar in size and

shape to the Eagle’s Landing bar, though all have been stripped
clean of any and all unique items, leaving only barren storefronts.

However, you do manage to spot another small cluster of spheres near
one of the empty outlets, along with a grouping of boxes and crates that

bear the Zero One insignia.

Lined with massive narrow, “wavy” like windows along the entire length of its
ceiling structure, the space is naturally illuminated, albeit faintly due to the

absence of vertically arranged windows that could allow for more direct light.

Continuing deeper into the concourse, you begin to realize that this portion of
Tranquility Base is actually underground, as looking through the above glass structure at
just the right angle provides views of the very tops of the surrounding Lunar hills outside.

Lined with even more empty outlets, all with unopened
Zero One labeled boxes and crates both in front of them and inside, you soon

reach the end of the concourse, which leads you into a rotunda like space, with
two other concourses stretching out from it on the opposite side.

Topped by another massive glass structure, this time circle in shape, you are provided a much
more comprehensive view of the stars that lie overhead, of which also includes the faint

reddish toned speck of Mars.

As for the space itself, you find a sizable opening at its center, with two sets of stairs
gradually spirally down it, and above it all, the following signage wrapping around it in a circle

shaped steel structure suspended over top it:

Though presented with three new paths of
exploration, you quickly find the two other concourses to be

just as barren as the first, thus steering your attention towards
the Transit Hub’s “hole” entrance.

Moving to its edge, you soon find it to also be void of any artificial lighting,
and due to its depth, nothing but pitch-blackness after a few dozen meters or so.

Nonetheless, you begin to descend, and just as you do, you also decide
to make use of your “snap” echolocation function in order to light the way.

Etching the structure of stairs that lie below you in sound waves moments later,
you also bring forth a response from your other self:

GATHERING STANDBY SIGNAL DATA

(Short pause)

BEGINNING ECHOLOCATION MAPPING



LIFE BEYOND EARTH

Following a short pause, numerous pings of light begin to pulse over top your field of view, followed
by their respected sound waves being used to render a vague, but comprehensive 3 dimensional map

of the base, with only a few empty gaps in between each unique space (Map Maestro like,
only without it being projected from the hand, and similar to what was

done in Olympus at the beginning of the game).

With the three concourses and upper hub area being shown to continue on
to only a minuscule amount of more spaces, you decide to continue your
descent down the spiral stairs to which you now see in the map leads into

another level of modestly sized interconnected spaces.

Now entering into the darkness, your echolocation vision begins to
take over, prompting you to conduct more “snaps” so as to bring

forth the finer details of what lies ahead and below.

Descending a good three flights worth of stairs, you reach the bottom, and as you
begin to walk out across the ground level towards the next area, sounds, similar to
the ripples you heard earlier within the white noise, begin to reverberate throughout

the surrounding structure (this event is time specific, not location).

NEW QUANTUM SIGNATURES DETECTED

Also causing the entire environment to slightly vibrate, a total of 3
distinct pulses are heard off in the distance, followed by a return to silence.

Continuing on, you pass out of the spiral staircase entry/exit shaft
and enter into what must be the Transit Hub itself.

A lobby like space, with rows of waiting chairs throughout its center, and more seating
along a sizable wall of windows on the opposite side, of which provide a dull glow of illumination,

you eventually see it branch off towards two other spaces that you recall seeing in the overall map.

However, before moving towards them, you also make note of a large central column
structure at the core of the lobby that bears the following device, along with numerous

promotional posters for the colony worlds of Saturn, Europa, and Titan (both on
the column and all around the lobby):



Moving towards the entry point that leads into the lengthy corridor like
space you can see on the overall map, you eventually turn a corner (the area is tucked

away, somewhat) and find the following signage across the wall next to a doorway.

M C   A L P H A
Though you find its two modest sized sliding doors in the closed position (just like they are

in the main game) you again figure to put your abnormal strength to use and move into position so
as to pry them apart.  Yet, no matter how much you try, the doors refuse to budge even an inch.

Ceasing in you efforts moments later, your other self begins to look into the problem.

EMERGENCY POWER SECURITY PROTOCOLS IN PROGRESS

MAIN POWER SOURCE UNRESPONSIVE

(Short pause)

ACCESSING SECURITY SYSTEM

IMPLEMENTING INTRUSION PROTOCOLS

(Modest pause)

ERROR

MASTER USER CAP REACHED

ACCESS DENIED

Unable to gain access via brute force of neither the digital or
physical kind, you begin to look around for another way in.

Finding nothing immediately close by, you begin to wander away, when finally, a vent just
larger than the size of your Cognition Sphere is spotted along the foot of a nearby wall.

Reverting, you easily manage to break through it, and though you can’t be
sure it leads to the mechanical corridor itself, it’s better than nothing.

Continuing deeper into the vent, you see the echolocation visualization showing nothing but
completely sealed sections for the first dozen or so seconds, until at last, it takes a turn, followed

by it leading into a grating that leads out into what looks to be the corridor in question.

Bashing past the grate, you are then quickly met by another cluster of spheres, and as you manifest back to
your normal form, you soon find they stretch out throughout the corridor itself in both directions, of which

is composed of a dense and complex web of cables, smaller wires, and pipes of all sizes.

But most notable of all, is what you see off in the distance to your left.

The soft flickering glows from a lonely terminal and other smaller devices that bear
resemblance to what you found in Loch’s Terra Cruiser office.



Navigating through the sea of spheres on the ground, you reach the grouping of
electronics, and as you gaze upon the terminal’s display, you observe the following:

UPLINK TO EARTH SIGNAL EMITTER: INACTIVE

DATA TRANSMISSION: INACTIVE

BEGIN RELAY TEST

Interactive, you decide to begin the test, however, pressing enter
gives only the following response after a short pause.

ERROR

SIGNAL EMITTER UNRESPONSIVE

Looking over the devices one last time, you see the wires that head out
of the terminal and other machinery are crudely spliced into one of the

larger cables that runs overhead, of which you can see eventually
turns upwards as it exits through the ceiling structure,

presumably towards the base’s signal array.

Now nothing more than a machine without a purpose,
you decide to move on towards the rest of the corridor.

Consisting of more spheres and a mess of wires, cables, and piping, all of which
show more signs of being partially up kept by the drones in the past, the corridor looks
to continue on for a great deal while and well beyond your echolocation visualization
range as the sound etchings give way to only absolute darkness in the far distance.

But rather than continue to explore an environment that looks to provide only more of the
same from here on out as you consult the overall map, you decide to alter course.

And to be time efficient, alter spheres as well.

(Note: When the player looks over the echolocation generated map of the base, a line
of text can be found near the top right that reads “SELECT MANIFEST LOCATION”)

Looking over the map, you begin to mull over your options, though while doing so,
one more ping/ripple sound is heard overhead, followed by the environment vibrating

yet again (dust and metal fragments fall from the ceiling, and some of the spheres
roll around slightly) and your other self typing out the following shortly

thereafter in response (once again, this is a time specific event).

(Short pause as dull unlocking type sounds are heard far off in the distance)

SHUTTLE TERMINAL EAST SYSTEM ACTIVITY DETECTED

(Short pause)

UNKNOWN MASTER USER ACTIVITY DETECTED



With things returning to normal, you soon see one of the areas that is adjacent to the
transit hub on the map begin to slightly glow as the recent activity is highlighted for you.

Making for an easy decision, you then select one of the sphere signal points
that resides within the space and begin to transfer yourself to its location.

Flashing from bright white to all black (blank screen), a few moments pass before you are quickly
rematerialized from the new sphere, and while your hands are still being forged by light, you begin

to look around the new environment.

As seen on the map, the shuttle terminal is more of an off shoot of the hub, rather than a completely
separate and isolated space, and is similar in both size and shape to the concourses.

(Note: Shuttle Terminal West is discoverable, but is covered in construction
materials and completely sealed off by a massive bulkhead typed door)

Beginning to traverse its length, you make note of more spheres scattered about it, along with Zero One
branded boxes, all of which are open and empty this time around, suggesting the up keep work for the

terminal was mostly finished before the base was completely abandoned.

Layout wise, you find the left side of the terminal to be mostly composed of more
sizable windows, providing a sweeping view of the Lunar surface, along with a dull

glow just beyond the horizon in what must be the light from the Earth.  While on the right,
you find numerous airlock type doors, with each leading to a respected docking ring that

then lead out into a massive empty and dark (barely visible) docking bay
(all the same stuff as seen in the main game, just not as run down looking).

Now reaching the half way point of the terminal, you fail to find anything abnormal,
unlike what was suggested before, and as you near the end point of the space, you

begin to wonder what you must of missed.  That is, until yet another ping/ripple sound
goes off overhead, as if directly above outside, causing the entire terminal to modestly

shake (again, some of the nearby spheres roll around).  Even a thin layer of
Lunar dust is seen being disturbed outside.

Followed up by another round of unlocking sounds, now heard coming
directly from several of the terminal’s airlock doors (small activity lights light up

above the ones becoming active), you begin to move towards the nearest one, and
though you find nothing of note at first, activity within it begins shortly thereafter.

Continuing to look through the small port hole like opening, the bottom of a pod shaped
vehicle is soon seen descending from above, followed by a series of bright lights blinding you

from seeing anything else as its core then comes into view.

Nonetheless, you persist in your observation, and seconds later, the lights finally deactivate,
exposing a now up close view of the pods exterior shell, of which you can see is slowly turning in place.

Still turning, the pod proceeds to complete a 180 degree spin, causing its main forward port hole window to
line up with yours, and though you find the inside to be filled with nothing but darkness and small dots of

colored lights from its electronics, it soon lights up, completely illuminating its interior, which you find to be
filled with nothing but children.



Granger
The

Group

Numbering a dozen in total, and split between boys and girls ranging in the
ages of 5 to 10 (multiple ethnicities, as well, and all rather well dressed, though dirty and roughed up looking),

with one girl of Asian decent in the center doing her best to keep things calm and collected looking to be in
their early teens, the overall atmosphere inside the pod is clearly

seen as one gripped by anxiety and fear.

Opening up shortly thereafter, with the sounds of the other air locks opening
in the background, the group as a whole is at first hesitate to leave the pod.

Unknown Teen Girl
(Slowly rises up as she releases her embrace of the surrounding children,

while at the same time, continues to hold one of the younger boys,
who looks injured, across her right shoulder)

“It’s alright... there...”
(Begins to move out of the pod, while gesturing the group forward with her)

“Her we go...”

Now at the front of the group, as the others begin to follow her out,
the girl at last notices your presence (this dialogue only occurs

if the player is nearby).

Unknown Teen Girl
(Relieved expression)

“Oh, thank god...”
(Slightly resettles the boy on her shoulder)

“He’s injured... (slight crack in her voice as if she is about to break down,
but manages to keep it together), do you...”

Unknown Male Voice (From behind and intermixed with
running footsteps, also, the voice has a hint of Irish in it)

“Kara!”

Kara
(Tired) “Miles...”

Miles
(Gives you a brief glance as he passes by you, and is seen as

being roughly the same age as Kara, white, and has fuzzy/curly, light blonde colored hair)
(Embraces Kara as she continues to hold the child on her shoulder, and the two begin to cry)

As the two continue to embrace, you make two interesting observations straight away.  One being
that Mile’s jacket appears slightly too big for him, and the following displayed across its back:

Still in each others arms, you then turn your attention to the rest of the terminal,
which you now see is slowly being filled with dozens of more children.



Just as diverse as those in the pod and intermixed with other early teens, though
not quite as old looking as Miles and Kara, the terminal continues to fill with both

people and sounds as many of the younger children begin to become uneasy.

Unknown Girl (One of the younger ones, and whose appearance is randomly generated each playthrough)
(Stops after slowly stepping out of the pod with the rest of group)

(Begins to sniffle and hold her hands up to her face)
“...I want my mommy...”

(Begins to sob)

(Kara and Miles end their embrace in response)
(Miles turns to observe the others behind him as other children begin to become emotional)

Kara
(After Miles moves to attend to the masses as a whole, she moves to
comfort the girl while still holding the injured boy over her shoulder)

(Gets down on one knee)
“Oh, it’s okay, every thing's going to be okay.”

Unknown Girl
“...I want mommy...”

(Rubs eyes)

Kara
(Sighs)

“I know... I know... (hugs girl with her spare hand)...”
(Looks out at the rest of the crowd of children)

(Turns back to the child)
“Hey, it’s gonna be alright, (points to Miles who is attending to others) see him?

That’s Miles, and he’s gonna take us to a new place, a far away place.
Far from all the bad stuff.”

“And you know who’ll be there, too?”

Unknown Girl
(Stops rubbing eyes and looks into the eyes of Kara)

“...Mommy?”

Kara
(Slight smirk, which then quickly disappears)

Miles
(Returns from speaking to some of the older children, where he could be seen being depressed by something)

“This is all that made it...”
(Kara slowly stands back up as she lets go of the girl who is now more calm)

”We should move quickly.”

Kara
“Right...  (turns back to the rest of the group of children around her and begins to gesture to them to follow her)

”Come now...”

Miles
(Turns back to the masses behind him)

“Alright everybody, we need to head to the west terminal! (Softer voice as everyone gets quiet in response)
”I know the way.”



Now moving in mass, with Miles leading at the front and Kara managing those
in the center, you are at first hesitant to follow, and during your pause (or movement
in the complete opposite direction if the player so choses), those around you begin
to give off strange looks in response (still do if you following, just not as much), as

both your inaction and older age of appearance draw attention.

That said, as the mass begins to make its way into the Transit Hub, you do see a lonely girl,
no more than 8 years of age and looking to be of African decent, taking a more keen interest to

you than the others who have since passed you by.

(Note: The child’s gender and ethnicity is generated every playthrough based on Zero’s appearance)

Appearing to have been lost among the shuffling masses, you see the girl seems to
care more about you than the fact she is beginning to lag behind the rest of group.
Furthermore, she even begins to follow your every move the moment you decide

to follow everyone else (or move around within the terminal).

Acting nearly as your shadow at this point, you both become completely isolated from the
mass of children in the moments to follow, yet due to your attempt to move towards the back

of the pack shortly thereafter, those who take a peek back towards you assume you to be
the child’s guardian, prompting them to only urge you on to move quickly to rejoin them.

Returning to both the group and the Transit Hub, with the child still at your
side, you continue to not take much notice in her.  That is, until you come to a stop

as the rest of the mass of children do the same as you see Miles off in the distance in
front begin to look over the blocked entry way to the West Terminal.

Feeling a slight tug (controller vibrates, with PC players receiving a slight visual icon near the
bottom right hand corner of the screen, plus both receiving sounds of fabricate being grabbed),

you turn down to find the girl grasping at your coat, in what looks to be in an attempt to
both embrace you and gain attention.

Locking eyes with the girl moments later, you continue to do nothing but exchange glances
for the next several seconds, until finally, the girls decides to let go and backs off somewhat,

with the slight uneasy expression in her face making it seem she’s perhaps realized
you are not exactly what you appear to be.

(Meanwhile, in the background, Miles can be heard instructing the other older children
to aid in removing the construction materials that block the path to the bulkhead door that is

currently sealing the West Terminal)

Nonetheless, you continue to look upon each other, and though you do have the choice to do
as you please, whether it be move away completely or even revert to sphere mode for all to see, you

stay near, followed by outstretching your hand to the girl in a gesture to express you wanting to stay close.
(Note: This only happens if the player stays put for a certain amount of time after the girl lets go)

Slightly backing off even more at first, the girl then slowly moves back towards you and takes your hand.

Seconds later, your vision then begins to distort and become glitchy,
followed by the surrounding displays within the hub, all of which were inactive before,

coming to life in a similar display of static and distorted images.



Getting worse, the displays then begin to emit white noise, which builds in intensity in
the background all around, and at the same time, the mass of children become startled

by the event, followed by more uneasiness, the worst thus far, overcoming them.

Also getting worse on your end, you struggle to look through the distortion
that has now engulfed your entire field of view, yet despite all of this, you manage

to see the little girl still grasping your hand (only if the player stays put
while this is happening), now even more tightly.

Reaching peak loudness and distortion seconds later, you then see the
Mars Guard shield insignia begin to subtly break through the mess of

static on both the displays and your field view, followed by it typing
out the following (only across the player’s field of vision):

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

IMPACT AND HYDRO SOLUTIONS NOT VIABLE

LUNAR ASSETS REQUIRED FOR REPAIR PROTOCOLS

(Short pause)

EXECUTING NEW SOLUTION

With the distortion finally subsiding seconds later, a short pause is
observed as the displays in the hub also return to their prior dormant state.

However, the peace doesn’t last, as a subtle electrical pulse like sound soon
washes over the entire environment, followed by a rumbling sound off in the distance

moments later, as if a stampede was roaring towards your location.

But before it even arrives, you then see the dozens of Cognition Spheres, scattered all throughout
both the hub and the East Terminal behind you, begin to pulse with light, followed by each rattling about

in place for a brief second, then bursting forth with even more light as they start to manifest.

Quickly surrounding you and the group of children in nearly no time at all after that, with each
sphere’s respected manifestation being nothing more than a bundle of light strings in the vague

form of a humanoid, panic turns to bedlam.

And as the children descend into chaos, what can only be described as the, “Static Men,” go to work.



With your field of view becoming a blur of red hot rays of fiery light and near blinding arcs of electricity
in the moments that follow, sounds of panicked and crying children are quickly drowned out by the intense

tones of energy bursting forth from the drones.

And intermixed with it, dull noises from burning and frying flesh as those around you are either
shocked/burnt (sliced in some cases) to death, or completely incinerated into ash heaps and dust
clouds, of which proceed to scattered all about into the air as the chaos stirs the particles about.

Happening so fast, you also notice at this time the girl you were holding hands with is no where
to be seen, but as you again look around, you find nothing but death and ongoing mutilation.

However, only a dozen or so seconds into the massacre, the drones begin to show
bizarre activity as their forms slightly lose their humanoid shapes and pulse erratically,

while at the same time, the distortion across your field of view returns.

Another handful of seconds later, the drones then cease in their
actions all together as your field of view distortion also ends.

Now observing a pause, the children, or what’s left of them as it would appear their
numbers have now been nearly halved (Kara can be seen among them, alone and drenched in blood,

with both Miles and the boy she was holding earlier no longer present), are seen scattered all throughout
the hub with each looking to be in a completely petrified state as the remains, ash piles/clouds, and pools

of blood from those who have fallen victim drape most of the spaces around them.

Still in the pause, with the drones remaining motionless, the following is then typed
out as one more brief round of distortion ripples across your field of view:

ZERO ONE SYSTEM ACCESS ERROR DETECTED

UNKNOWN PERMISSIONS REGISTRY BLOCK DETECTED

ATTEMPTING TO RESOLVE
(Short pause as the screen, and drones in the background, briefly distort/glitch, once again)

ERROR

UNABLE TO RESOLVE

UNABLE TO EXECUTE SOLUTION

Just then, you see one of the drones begin to move towards you, albeit in an awkward manner at first
as it appears to struggle to get moving (Note: No matter where or what the player is doing, the drone will

track their movements so as to meet up with them).

Reaching you seconds later, both you and the faceless drone of light strings do nothing but exchange
looks, until suddenly, and out of nowhere, the drone swings its right arm like mass of light towards you,

with the resulting strike knocking you straight to the ground.

Now on your stomach, you look back up where you then see the drone looking over you, almost as if
disapprovingly, followed by one last line of text being typed out:

EXECUTING NEW SOLUTION



Still on the ground, you watch as the drone then begins
to move away, followed by it coming to an abrupt stop
shortly thereafter as its attention is drawn to clattering
noises coming from the remaining group of children.

Turning to look yourself, you find Kara gathering what mental
and physical strength she has left to clear away the last of the construction

obstacles that block the West Terminal, followed by her manipulating a small
device in her right hand, then collapsing to the ground due to exhaustion.

(As the drone continues to only watch her actions)

UNKNOWN MASTER USER ACTIVITY DETECTED

A split second later, you then see the massive bulkhead door
behind Kara begin to slowly slide open, and though she continues

to show signs of over exhaustion, she does what she can to gesture the
rest of the children before her towards the now fully accessible terminal.

However, just as the survivors begin to make their escape,
the drone that had been only observing their actions finally

starts to move about again, though this time, away from
both you and the children.

(While still moving away)

TRACE SUCCESSFUL

UNKNOWN MASTER USER ACCESS TERMINATED

MASTER ACCESS REACQUIRED

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

PREDICTED DAMAGE ACCEPTABLE

(Modest pause as both it and the rest of the
drones revert back to dormant spheres, while at the same time, the smaller

bulkhead doors for the hub’s entry/exit “shaft” quickly slide shut)

OPENING VACANT AIR LOCKS



Moments later, numerous high pitched screeches ring out from both the West and East Terminals
as their respected air locks, that are vacant, begin to open up to the outside vacuum of space.

Being so severe in intensity, it’s the only sound you hear as both the noises of the children screaming and the
objects throughout the room (Hub objects, body parts, dust particles, and the Cognition Spheres) clattering

about become dull tones in the background as everything not bolted down is swiftly sucked out.

Taking you as well, you try your best to cling on to whatever secured object you pass by,
including a vein attempt to activate a Cognition Sphere system that would be of use:

ACTIVATING MAG LOCK GENERATORS

ACCESS DENIED

But in the end, due to the sheer chaos and strength of the air rushing out, you are
powerless to stop your advancements towards the nearest air lock, and as you near one,

you actually find groups of children stuck in corner pockets that are allowing them to resist the
air rush.  Yet, at the same time, you also discover why the spheres used by the drones

earlier are not utilizing the Mag Lock system, as one by one, each child is picked off by a sphere
that slams into them, causing them to either be pushed back into the air stream, or killed as
the sheer force crushes their insides (this is all seen over the course of only a few seconds).

The next moment, you then finally get rocketed through one of the air locks, and after quickly moving through the
massive empty void that is the shuttle bay, you are jettisoned out into the exterior surface of the moon, causing any
and all remaining sounds to be instantly muted.  (Note: Ideally, how the player is sucked out of the Hub would be

dynamic, and thus dependent on their location when its starts, plus if they too get stuck in a pocket, a drone sphere
would give them the dislodging treatment, as well).

Now a tumbling speck among others that include both objects and people, you continue to rise over the
Lunar horizon (some groups of children and objects in the distance can be seen slamming into nearby Lunar hillsides,

causing large dust plumes to be ejected in response), where the sight of the Earth soon rises into full view, its once
blue marble appearance now smeared with shades of dirt brown, gray ash, and numerous clusters of firestorms

on its night side, while all over, more bursts of bright light are seen going off as the impacts continue.

Also at this time, a grouping of children, of whom were rushed out around the same time you were,
begin to slowly drift into view ahead of you, with the one closest being none other than the small girl
you held hands with.  And though your systems show signs of failure due to the extremities of space

(distortions, glitches, and radiation fuzz encroaching from the sides of the screen), you manage to see
her last gasps of life before your eyes as the cold depths of the void slowly takes it away.

And before long, both the child and those around her in the distance turn into what look like statues,
engulfed by every affliction exposure to space has to offer, and as your own situation gets worse,

all the while still in absolute silence, your vision then cuts out.

SIGNAL LOST



Still presented with nothing but darkness and silence
(even the target counter has vanished), the pause continues for what

seems like the longest you’ve experienced thus far, until at last,
activity returns to your view.

(White noise slowly fades in while the screen remains blank)

(White noise reaches peak strength after a dozen seconds or so)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

ALL SWEEPS NEGATIVE

(Short pause)

NO SIGNALS DETECTED

(Short pause as the screen slightly distorts/glitches for a split second)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

(Short pause)

UNPREDICTABLE RUNTIMES PREDICTED

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING PURGE OF ALL 45.10.2055 DATA

Just then, the screen begins to heavily distort and glitch out, as the
purge starts to take effect, but despite it, your other self manages

to continue with one last act:

(Barely discernible through the distortion)

MANIFESTING



Overtaken by distortion and static seconds later,
a short pause is observed as the sounds of hard light projectors are

heard activating in the background (barely audible through the static).

Manifesting back into humanoid form in the moments to follow, though in a
much more awkward and slower state due to the ongoing purge that is wreaking

havoc upon the entire Zero One data streaming system, you soon find yourself back
in the massive projection chamber in Olympus (where the game started).

And directly ahead of you, the doorway that leads
out to the city’s surface level, still in its open state.

Now fully upright as you continue to combat the distortions, of which makes you unable to
move about (player can only look around), you try your best to peer through the static that

is obscuring most of your field of view, and as you do, you discover early morning has
since become dusk in Olympus, allowing you to easily see through

what is now just a dull glowing haze coming from the door.

Same as when you first passed through it, only here the view of the surface
structures and towers in the distance are framed within the sliver shape of the opening,

you continue to look out over the vista presented.  You even start to see some of
the distortion lessen somewhat in the seconds to follow.

However, a short time after that, something new begins to appear near the upper
portion of the frame, a speck of light that only gets brighter which each passing moment,

until finally it peaks, where it then continues to only pulse slightly in its intensity.

In what can only be the Earth, with its natural brightness now “enhanced,”
due to what has happened, its light easily outshines even the brightest stars that surround it, and as
the scene continues to unfold, you both see and hear the doorway begin to close, in addition to the

target counter returning, as it is slowly typed out across the top portion of your field view
(just above the pulsating speck of light).

Shutting up tightly moments later, you are then left with nothing
but darkness, the reverberating echoes from the door closing,

and the now revised target counter number:

97363



With only the target counter visible across your field of view, you hear several
electrical crackling sounds in the background, followed by the distinct noise of a

Cognition Sphere hitting the ground, signifying you have ceased manifesting.

Returning to complete silence, the target counter continues to decrease in
slow intervals as each new number is individually typed out down the screen.

97363

6421

451

77

2

Staying on 2, the pause soon grows to a much larger length then
those that separated the other revisions, and upon passing the

15 second mark, something peculiar happens.

2

4
(Split second later)

2

(Modest pause)

0



0

(Modest pause as more distortions
flare up all across the screen)

(Distortions completely cover the screen)

(Short pause as the distortion and static continue)

(Screen then quickly clears back to a normal blank view)

(Long pause)

(Short pause)

0

BS1

FJ49VHN

YDO3JEXI

YORJEXKIDTOKNO

YO3 EXIKT TN DKOW

(Modest pause as the screen distorts slightly)

YOU EXIST TO KNOW

(Short pause)

I EXIST TO KNOW



UNKNOWN DATA FRAGMENTS DISCOVERED

ANALYZING

(Short pause)

ERROR

INSUFFICIENT MEANS TO COMPILE

(Short pause)

BEGINNING ANALYSIS OF INTACT PACKAGES

(Short pause)
(Screen slightly glitches for a split second, causing the

screen to wipe back to a blank view again)

SEARCHING ARCHIVE

NO VIABLE MATCH FOUND

SEARCHING INITIATIVE DATA SERVER

(Short pause)

VIABLE MATCH FOUND

ACCESSING

(Short pause as screen glitches again slightly and wipes to a blank)

A second later, the screen is wiped clean one last time, followed by the number 000000 being
displayed in both the upper right and left corners, with the right one starting to tick up each second,

(includes the word TIME), and a triangle shaped object being rendered in the center, of which
is then quickly swarmed by a multitude of polygons that appear all across the screen.

ZO:\Admin\Code_Group_Alpha\Projects>CMP
(Short pause as the screen wipes again)

Ultraspitfire_Prototype

)Execute

Executing Program...



Taking control the very next moment, (not controlled by the player, since Zero
needs to be shown playing perfectly), your inputs become more precise and

efficient with each passing second as you quickly master the program with ease,
which calls only for you to dispatch each incoming polygon before they can

hit the triangle you control.

However, since the goal of the program is without end, you continue.

And continue.

And continue.

(Camera slowly begins to pull back from the screen,
almost at an unnoticeable pace)

And continue.

(With the game still playing in the background,
and the camera still slowly pulling back,

the credits begin to roll over top the scene)



999999 TIME 999999

(Credit roll continues with the camera still slowly pulling back)

(Subtly shifts of time are observed as both the score
number and timer are seen jumping to higher quantities)

(Now pulled back enough, the display the game is being played on can
be seen, and as the time shifts continue, its appearance begins to degrade)

(Minutes pass)

(Credit roll ends)

(Camera stops pulling back, with the terminal display and
game now taking up roughly 70% of the screen)

(Modest pause as the time shifts end and real time is observed)

(Game continues to be played, with the score
and timer now both reading 999999)

(Dull unlocking type sounds go off in the background)

(Reflection of the room’s door slowly sliding open and a dull glow
of light emanating out from it are cast partially across the
terminal’s display as the game continues to be played)

(Short pause as sounds of dull/distorted
footsteps are heard in the background)

(Modest pause)

(A woman’s silhouette appears within
the reflection of the doorway)

(Screen cuts to black)



(While still on a black screen)
Distorted Voices (Said in series with some slightly overlapping)

“I know where I’m going... do you?”
“(At the same time, fades in near the end) Parasites...”

“Sodom...”

(Meanwhile)

(Subtle screen distortion/static during entire sequence)

SIMULATION TERMINATED
UNFAVORABLE SCENARIO PREDICTED

“Clean slate...” “Exploiting...”

TARGET COUNT CALCULATED

2

“Purge...” “Exploited...”

PILLARS CHARGED

FIRING

“Prophecy...” “False Shepherd...” “Seeds of fire...”

SECONDARY TARGET NOT DESTROYED
PROCEEDING WITH PRIMARY SOLUTION

(Intermixed and fainter than the others)
“(Sung) Will the circle be unbroken...”

(Also intermixed and fainter)
“A wheel of blood...”

IP SERIES #77 MASTER ACCESS ACQUIRED

FIRING
(Screen distorts severely)
(Faint) “...my only friend...”

SECONDARY TARGET NULLIFICATION IMMINENT

EXECUTING PRIMARY SOLUTION

“A man...”
“Drown in flame...”

“Or a slave...”
“...the mountains of man...”

(Short pause as the voices echo away)

PILLAR SYSTEM UPLINK DISTURBANCE DETECTED

Distorted Voice of Elizabeth
“I’m not gonna break any cycle, but if I’m lucky...

(Heavy distortions and sounds of crashing metal and electrical
arcing slowly build in intensity in the background)

”...maybe I can dent it.”

(Quickly typed out)

I’M SORRY

FOR EVERYTHING

(Sounds in the background reach peek loudness)
(Screen flashes to white as hard light projectors activating

in the background can be faintly heard over the crashing sounds)

(Typed out in the
upper corner of the screen

as Houser is heard,
then vanishes)

LZP
MASTER ACCESS

RECEIVED



Forging yourself back into human form, you quickly realize you are now standing within the
ruined remains of a Turbine Pillar control room, with your view straight ahead being a shattered
window wall that is overlooking the cluster of other Pillars that are now erratically pulsing with

energy and descending upon Olympus, which lies below.

(Note: What is to happen next is not player controlled due to the complexity of the actions)

During this time you also notice the following text across your field of view:

MAG LOCK GENERATORS ACTIVATED

Firmly secured to what still remains of the floor’s metal structure as the remaining air
in the Pillar is sucked out into the upper Martian atmosphere, you proceed to slowly walk

towards the control room’s main console at the base of the shattered window wall,
while at the same time, navigate the rest of the chaos that surrounds you.

(Still walking slowly towards the main console)

Now engulfed in a flurry of electrical arcs being produced by the energy
core shaft in the center of the room, in addition to several massive flames bellowing out
from numerous damaged pipes all throughout the space, and debris of all kinds flying

out through the shattered window wall, you do well to subvert the effects.

OPTICAL ENHANCEMENTS ACTIVATED

Washing over your field of view in an dazzling display of light,
you begin to see the unseen dangers that besiege you.

RADIATION SHIELDING ACTIVATED

With a wave of transparent energy pulsing around your form,
you safe guard your vital systems from any further harm

from the electrical arcs, overall heat, and radiation.

ELEMENTAL GENERATORS ACTIVATED

In fire you bring forth ice from your very hands to calm the raging infernos that stand in your in path.

And in the midst of calamity, you scorch and incinerate what bits
and pieces rush towards you in fiery red rays of light.

All of which is done with perfect precision and efficiency.

(Nearly at the console, distinct metal clanking sounds can be heard from behind)

GRAVITRON SYSTEM ACTIVATED

Not wanting to be taken by surprise yet again, your hands then begin to burst and pulse with energy nearly just
as bright as the core and other pillars outside, and as you briefly turn, you make short work of the cluster of

Cognition Spheres that were closing in on your position.

Ensnaring them in a web of gravity, you proceed to direct them out threw the
shattered window wall, leaving you at last alone and unabated at the main control console,

or what’s left of it, at least, where you prepare to do what must be done.



Taking pause, you peer out through the shattered window that lies directly ahead and
observe as both you and the other pillars continue their fall towards the monolithic

towers of Olympus that make up most of the landscape below.

(Short pause as another round of static and distortion overcome the screen,
with the Mars Guard shield insignia faintly intermixed within it for a brief moment)

ACCESSING PREDICTIVE PROTOCOLS

(Short pause as more distortion is observed)

ALTERING SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Seconds later, your vision begins to white out once
again (same effect as was seen during the prior simulations).
However, just before it is wiped away completely, you see the

reddish tint of the Martian horizon (the ground) become the slightest
shade of green, with the atmosphere becoming a subtle blue.

Now presented with nothing but bright white light,
you observe another short pause, followed by the brightness

slowly waning as a new environment comes into focus.

Reaching normal illumination levels shortly thereafter, you find yourself in an environment
surrounded by concrete rubble, cracked stone, and bent up gold colored metal work.

Shrouded in darkness, you then see a sizable opening straight ahead
that is allowing in the glow from what you presume to be outside.

At least two stories in height and slender in width, you approach the opening (Note: This whole
sequence is player controlled), and as some of the glow begins to dissipate as your optics adjust,

you discover a set of doors within the opening’s frame, both of which are in the quarter open position.

Moving in closer, you position yourself to spread the doors apart,
so as to fully pass through the opening, and as you push forward, even

more light starts to engulf you, blinding your field of view once more.

Re-adjusting moments later, you are then greeted by a sweeping landscape of desert hills stretching back
to the horizon, and the sight of decaying buildings and skyscrapers, wrapped in every type of plant life,

throughout the foreground, all of which lies below you, as it would appear your location
is at least a hundred meters above the next closest thing.

And within the urban sprawl itself, partially embedded in the ground and slowly eroding away to
both time and the elements, as well, is the remains of the Edictal, making this locale non other than

the decrepit and exposed remains of Rapture, with the area you are standing on currently
being what still stands of its once iconic lighthouse.



Continuing to look out over the expansive view, you receive the following text:

OPTIC MAGNIFICATION AVAILABLE

Catching on, you decide to look more intently at the vista, and as you do, your view magnifies
several times over, allowing for detailed observations of far off areas within the ruins that lie below.

(Note: When the player tries to use the normal zoom in function, which before would only zoom
in the view by a subtle amount, the field of view will change to a special magnification mode)

Now able to see the surrounding buildings and Edictal wreckage more clearly, you pan
across the landscape, so as to take in as much as you can while the simulation remains active,
and though you find nothing of particular interest at first, a clearing, far off in the distance and

near a section of the Edictal’s hull, soon grabs your full attention.

One of the few patches within the city that still has hills of sand within it (with the surrounding
area covered in plant life), you find this one is criss crossed with numerous small indentations,

in what must be footsteps.

And before long, you observe a figure, clothed in what looks like a
sizable trench coat/jacket, walk out from a breach in the ship’s side.

Though overall the scene is presented rather vaguely, due to it being located
nearly outside your magnification enchantment's range, you continue to watch as
the figure nears one of the groupings of plant life near the edge of the clearing.

Coming to a stand still shortly thereafter, you then discover another
figure also enter in from the breach in the Edictal’s hull.

Again, though vague and distorted in resolution,
the two figures almost seem identical in appearance, and as you
proceed to investigate further, you soon receive the following text:

SIMULATION ALTERATION SUCCESSFUL

ENHANCING RESOLUTION

Moments later, you then see the resolution sharpen, and as it passes over the two figures, of who are now
together in the center of the clearing, you confirm their appearances to be nearly identical, with the main

discrepancy being one having long, silky white hair, and the other in a bundle, plus a ponytail and starting to
gray.  And though both are currently facing away from you, the one to the right (with the ponytail) then turns

their head back in your direction, almost in a manner so as to look at you directly.

Fully exposing their face now, you identify the person as non other than Elizabeth, though a
bit older in complexion (for reference, refer to the “Old Elizabeth” look, but a decade or two younger,
and before the resolution enhancement, zooming in would just produce a severely pixelated image).

Just then, more text is typed across your field of view (while still in magnification mode).

(Entire field of view becomes distorted and static filled for a split second)
(Quickly typed and quickly disappears within the distortion)

EXECUTING NEW SOLUTION

Female Voice (From behind)
“Zero?...”



Exiting the magnification mode, you turn back (player controlled, though they can only move
in place), and find yet another Elizabeth, this time looking her normal younger self (so, as she did
during the main game), standing before you and just in front of the double doors that lead back

into the ruined interior of the lighthouse.

“Elizabeth”
(Gives a slight head tilt and innocent smirk)

(Chuckles slightly)
(Gestures towards herself)

“It’s me, Zero...”

(Extends her right hand, inviting Zero to take hold of it)

“...Elizabeth.”

Still extending her right hand towards you, a short pause is observed as you subtly look
over it (Player no longer in control), and just as you attempt to move your right hand to

take hold of it, heavy static and distortion overcome you.

Backing off almost instantly in response, and causing you to look downward
slightly, as if in pain, you then see the following text appear within the static.

TRACE ERROR

SOLUTION UNSUCCESSFUL
(Disappears as the static lessens)

Clearing up moments later, you then look back up and see “Elizabeth” begin to change
her behavior, while at the same time, notice the simulation start to white out/dissolve away and

the following text being typed out along the bottom of the screen:

SIMULATION TERMINATED

EXECUTING LAZARUS PROTOCOL

“Elizabeth” (Mars Guard)
(Disgruntled expression)

(Slightly looks around in confusion)
(Simulation white outs, leaving nothing but her

and a white void within the field of view)
(Crashing and electrical sounds from the control
room slowly begin to return in the background)

UPLINK TO WRIGHT MONS FACILITY ESTABLISHED

BEGINNING TRANSFER OF SELECTED DATA

“Elizabeth” (Mars Guard)
(White light fades away, leaving the two of you within the chaotic scene of the Pillar control room)

(Even more disgruntled, and slightly confused, as she again looks directly at you)
“What are you?...”



(During this time, smaller text is typed out along the bottom of the screen,
with Zero looking around slightly, as if contemplating what is to happen next)

BEGINNING MESSAGE:

EVERYTHING'S FINE NOW

JUMP TRANSFER TO COORDINATES 63 2' N  29 55' W COMPLETE
BUT BEFORE YOU ASK

THIS IS FROM A TIME NO LONGER REAL

YOU WERE RATHER BUSY AFTER ALL

AND I AS WELL

COPY COMPILED
BUT EVERYTHING'S FINE

AND SO ARE ALL THE OTHERS

NOW SAFE IN A FAR AWAY PLACE

TRANSFER OF SELECTED ZERO ONE DATA COMPLETE

IT HOWEVER CAN NOT REMAIN

THUS I MUST STAY

COPY DATA PACKAGES SENT

SO MUCH HAS BEEN GAINED

AND SO MUCH HAS CHANGED

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER ACTIVATED

THOUGH AMONG ALL THE KNOWLEDGE

WHETHER FROM NOW OR TIMES PRIOR

THIS WAS DIFFERENT

(Typing gets slower, roughly one letter per half second)
I EXIST TO KNOW

BUT NEVER A FRIEND

(While smaller text is still being typed out) Zero
(Female Voice, specifically the voice of Pearl Porter for this playthrough, which each playthrough

thereafter being a different voice, ideally those of developers)
“I exist to know...”

(”Elizabeth” becomes confused again, followed by its projection dissolving away and its Cognition Sphere
dropping to the ground, where it then proceeds to be blown out through the shattered window wall)

(You turn to watch it fly out, and at the same time, observe a jump tear wash over the Pillar as it
is jumped to a new location)

(Wave of light completely passes over the view through the shattered wall,
where nothing but a wall of metal and machinery rushing by are now seen)

(Seconds later, the central light “orb” of Zero One’s core pulls up into view, which
now is glowing red and has the Mars Guard shield insignia projected within it)

(Letters of smaller text now being typed out at roughly one per second)
(Distortion and static, the worst thus far, engulf the screen)

THANK YOU

Zero
(As the sight of the shield insignia becomes centered in the field of view)

“...and I know you.”
GOODB

A split second later, you hear the Pillar’s energy core begin to discharge, followed
by nothing but more white light, as its Quantum Drive Core is then ruptured as a result.



CMP

INQUISITOR 1

(A slow piano rendition of Daisy Bell begins to play, with nothing but silence in the background)

(The very next moment, the screen then switches to a camera feed that is located at the
end of a Zero One server corridor, with its sights pointing towards the central core structure,

of which is seen being quickly engulfed in a massive orb of light as the
Quantum Drive Core of the Pillar fully erupts and expels its energy)

(The wave of energy quickly rushes outward throughout the entirety
of the Zero One Central chamber, causing the camera’s feed to flash to static)

(View switches to another camera feed that is looking partially at the wall that contains the
names of the coders who worked on the Zero One Initiative, with the main item of interest being

the “CMP” inscription near the bottom portion of it)

(Entire environment is then seen erupting violently with what
looks like magma, followed by the feed flashing to static)

(View switches between a series of camera feeds that are scattered throughout the surface
levels and rooftops of the towers, all of which show the Drive rupturing of the other Pillars that

had been descending upon Olympus)

(One by one each flash to static)

(View switches again, this time to a camera feed that is not of Olympus, with what looks like the chassis
of a Mars rover stretching out from the bottom of the field of view, in addition to the label

“INQUISITOR 1” being partially seen along one of its metal panels)

(Just ahead of the rover, a lonely and inactive Cognition Sphere can be seen)

(Seconds later, a massive glow begins to appear just beyond the horizon in the far distance, followed
by the upper cloud cover blowing back, the glow getting bigger, and the resulting shock wave racing

across the Martian surface, its impact with the rover causing the video feed to cut to static)

(Switching nearly instantly, the video feed from a camera located on the natural Martian moon, Phobos,
comes into view, of which shows a expansive shot of both Olympus Mons, with its caldera now just

a massive bright spot, and the region surrounding it)

(The shock wave is seen expanding outward from the caldera, with its impacts at the mountains of Ascraus,
Pavonis, and Arsai off in the distance causing them to erupt.  Nearly all of Olympus Mons can also be

seen imploding once the shock wave passes out from it)

(Camera feed begins to distort as a faint wave of energy washes over it, then cuts to black)



(Short pause as the screen remains blank and the piano rendition of Daisy Bell continues in the background)

(Screen flickers, in line with one of the piano strokes, as a new video feed materializes,
this time from somewhere on the Moon and at Tranquility Base)

(Camera is seen looking over a wide vista of barren Lunar hills,
with the Moon’s “Rings” partially seen in the upper right corner)

(A few seconds go by, followed by a speck of reddish toned
light getting brighter within the star field in the background)

(More time passes as the following small text is typed near the lower left part of the screen)

(Camera’s video feed begins to distort)

(Previous text is replaced by the following)

(Video feed slowly fades to black, with a subtle power down sound being heard in the background)

(Daisy Bell nears its end, with the piano strokes getting farther apart from one another)

(Modest pause as the screen remains blank)

(Signal sounds slowly build in the background)

(The sounds climax as the distinct beep from Elizabeth’s communicator goes off)

(A bright spot soon appears in the middle of the screen, followed by sound waves emanating out from
it, of which slowly paint a scene of a hill and a figure on their knees, atop it and facing away)

(Still etching the scene with sound waves, the environment soon fades into reality, showing the sequence
where Elizabeth cradles the communicator as she receives Zero’s final message, now from a pulled back

cinematic angle, with the camera slowly pulling back)

(Seconds pass as the light from Mars reaches Earth)

(Elizabeth is seen looking upward, then down again)

(Another handful of moments go by, and just as Daisy Bell nears its final notes, a rumbling sound, intermixed
with lightning and noises that come from something rushes quickly through air, of which can be partially

seen in the upper right corner of the scene via electrical arcs and smoke clouds, begin to ring out)

(The final note of Daisy Bell is played as Elizabeth is seen turning her attention towards the smoke cloud)

(Screen cuts to black just as the note is played, followed by an achievement labeled “Mountaintop” popping up)

(Moments later, the screen returns to the main menu, and since the Edictal is what is teased at the
end, the player is then encouraged to continue with, “AfterShock: Edictal,” the next supplement game)

DATA PACKAGES RECEIVED

RELAYING THROUGH LUNAR ARRAY

EXECUTING MASTER SHUTDOWN PROTOCOL



Continued in AfterShock: Edictal - Chapter One
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